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1. Introduction 

Why study flow through nonwelded tufts? 

The nonwelded tuft units at Yucca Mountain (YM), the site of the 
proposed high-leuel radioactive waste repository, play a prominent role in 
percolation through the unsaturated zone to the repository horizon: " The nonwelded Paintbrush Tuft (PTn) unit, which overlies the 

repository, is assumed to spatially and temporally dampen episodic 
pulses moving downward through the moderately welded tufts of 
the Tiva Canyon Unit; " Numetrcal model simulations )CRWMS M&O, 2000) show that a 
porous, permeable nonwelded tuft matrix (PTn) may attenuate 
rapid, transient tracture flow from the moderately welded Tiva 
Canyon tuft, hence, a steady state assumption is often made for 
unsaturated flow through the fractured tufts of YM.  

What is the evidence for fast flow at YM and how? 

Evidence for non-uniform flow, either spatially or temporally as episodic 
percolation suggests that a significant percentage of episodic infiltration 
follows fast pathways through the PTn: 

Presence of bomb-pulse chlorine-36 below the PTn 
Dilute chemical composition of the perched water below the 
proposed repository 

- Large faults likely partoipate, but these cover a relatively small 
area overall " Primary heterogeneity or secondary discontieuities (e.g., fractures 
and small faults), however, could lead to preferential flow paths 
through the PTn and into the Topopah Spring welded tuft (TSw) 
below 

Objectives 

Evaluate the reasonableness of the Bishop Tuft as a credible 
analog for the PTn at Yucca Mountain, on the basis of flow 
processes through the rocks at each site 

Perform field and laboratory tests to address the flow of water 
through fractured and unftractured nonwelded tuffs 

Translate the fild and laboratory data into a continuum numerical 
model representation
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2. Nonwelded Paintbrush Tuff, Yucca Mountain

Poorly exposed rhyolitic tuft sequence at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, USA 
Surface exposures on west flank of YM 

ESF tunnel exposures 

Borehole data
Fingr 2a

Stratigraphic Section 
* Alternating massive ignimbrite and bedded tufts 

* All subunits of nonwelded tufts not present at all locations 
* Idealized section (4 subunits visible in figure 2a): 

basal Tiva Canyon grades from densely welded to nonwelded Figaue 2b 
"upper bedded unit (Tpbt4) 
massive ignimbrite, partially to moderately welded (Tpy) (figure 2b) "middle bedded unit (Tpbt3), sharp upper boundary (figure 2c) 
massive ignimbrite (Tpp) 

"lower bedded unit (Tpbt2) " upper Topopah Springs vitric tuft, grades nonwelded to densely welded downward 
* Contacts vary from gradational to sharp unconfomesyties 

Figure 2c

Structure 

* Multiple structural deformation orientations 

Conjugate faults (figure 2d) and small offset fault 

in ESF tunnel (figure 2e, rock bolt used for scale) 

Surface exposure of fault in bedded unit (Tpbt3) 

(figure 2t)

Fiuaut od

Figure 2a

3. Nonwelded Basal Bishop Tuff, An Analog Site
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4. Hydrologic Pr'operties of the PTn and Basal Bishop Tuff 
Hydrologic data from the PTn at Yurrca Mountain is Fig- e4.  smUZ M- oPa-t- mI F (99)&aývlW S ~vaus lBal$oTuI 
summarized from a number of literature sources.- i r n p i ,IaSaF, aUs I ni - 1...  Sparse hydrologic data from the noriwelded basal I in r rt nl I 
units of the Bishop Tuff have been Supplemented - uI 
as partsof this work with both field artd laboratory tests.-

Figure 4a plots the mean and range of PTn permeabilities 
on left Lilerature values and our measurements of 
hydraulic conductivity (field and laboratcry) and field flux 
rates (simple infiltration tests) for the Bishop Tuft are on 
right The range of values for the basal Bishop Tuff falls 
in the range of laboratory values reported for the PTn at

4o

Yucca, moun-tai.l.c a 

Tables A4a and 4b contain field and labor'ory derived unsaturated zone parameter values. Porosity values for both the massive ignimbrife (matrix-supported texture) and bedded airfall (pumice clast-supported texture) wr re measured to be 0.47 while the moderately welded ignimbrite porosity was 0 35 Particle density for the nonwelded tuft was estimated to be 2.10 g/cmu Field bulk densities of the clast-supported bedded and matrix-supported tufts were 1.02 and 1.12 g/cm'

Table 4a. Summary of Gardner relation parrmeter Values from field measurements 
Site K, 1cm/sf a (f/cl)' S (cmesi') Comments 

m a s s ive n o nw e ld e d i nn im b rito 0 .t 0 0f ft f t t d is k p e ne a m e te r 

2 fractured, oneelded lul 0 00n8 0 35 ft 035,disk permeameter 
2a fractuired, onwelded tul 000g8 0f06 t0f08 Guelph ponneameler 
3 laull area 0.00251 6f f005 disk permeameter 
3a. tault area 50,)022 0.4 f0 055 2nd set 0o measurements 
4 bedded clasi-suppouted aidall tull N/A NIA f//A No feasible measurements 
5. moderately welded lofullt .002 0e19 to a06tdisrpe •nnoma lr

Table 4b. an Genuchlen wati r chactenstir parameters measured in the laborator l(a-rage of 4 asmypies) 
Sample type o (cei/cm3) () ,cm/cm3) fU(l/cm) anl - ,gcmw)t Commenis 
malrix-suppored. nonwelded f 047 0.0 0 0 0068 1.79 g 1 disturbed 
clasi supporned. nonwelded 478 0a 0.03 1.68 0981 disturbed 
moderately welded 0355 0 12 0.a 062 333 1 44n cores

Figure 4b illustrates the 
differences in effective 
permeability as a function 
of tension head for all of 
the materials in the basal 
Bishop Tuff. Where data 
are available, field and 
laboratory estimates are 
compared.

5. Dye Tracer Tests in Nonwelded Bishop Tuff 
Three ponded water tracer tests (lire source) were performed using pulses of Brilliant Blue dye at 4 locations

Test 1 
Paired test two sites, with and without fractures [figure 5a and 5b] 
Site 2, the fractured tuff site, is on lire with a large fault extending to 
the north [figure 5a].  

S125 galtons uinliruis int. a.hM of too pi:s noun 38 hour period 
* Toopulsns of dyr eacoruaihour=o 

4
5an/ hour=25 

* Flo-r nalons 0 corrl in 50heright in piro 
* 38 bours poedod inrirration

Figures5,

Figuro nb

"fir"t 
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Sit! 2: Flow is not preferential 
through the fractures, but rather, the 
fractures enhance matrix flow by 
cornstraining the flow paths.  
De tr to half-width ratio is 2:1 [figure 
.c,5] Sub-vertical fractures noted 
durng eady stages of excavation 
we e noted to further focus the flow 
and transport.  

Sftu 1: No vertical fractures at onset 
of test; I sub-horizontal fracture 
evoient during excavation Depth to 
hal -width ratio is 1:1. (figure 5efl].  
Subt-horizontal fracture on right side 
caused significant lateral migration.

Test 2 
Small fault with gouge in massive ronwelded ignimbrite of 
Barrow Pit noted in figure 5a 

* Line source poending parallel to iegot acs rfigure 59) 
* Singie pulsu dye raver 
SShort duration ist. <5 gaellns srenr trucer

Fig

,,7(I n--

Site I

Figur- 51

Test 3 
Bedded airfall tuft (pumice-clast supported) with prominent horizontal textural horizon

6. Modeling of Dye Tracer Test 
Two conceptualizations of Dye Tracer Test I were simulated using HYDRUS2D (v2 021.  

Homogeneous media with isotropic permeability for non-fractured site and 
anisotropic permeability for fractured tuff site 
Heterogeneous with fractures modeled as discrete features assigned a lower 
permeability than surrounding matrix 

Hydrologic properties of nonwelded massive gnimbrite were based on field and laboratory 
data, fracture-fill properties were based on literature values typical of caliche, and initial 
conditions were qualitatively inferred from the field and further defined by calibraion 

Homogeneous Representation 
The effect of fractures can be modeled using anisotnopic homogeneous media Figure 6a 
represents Site 1 (untrctures) and figure 6b represents Site 2 (fractured)

SW 2, iaitid

Discrete Feature Representation 
Discrete fractures in the model are vertical and include a narrow filling of caliche and a narrow 
envelope where matrix pores are assumed to be partially filled by caliche. Figure 6r shows the 
tilled fractures in the field. An excavated face at the end of the ponded line source of the dye 
tracer test Site 2 (fractured tuft) in Figure 6d shows the constraining of flow caused by the 
fractures. An expanded view of the modeled plume (figure 6e) exhibits the same separation of 
dye from the fractures as seen in figure 6d. A plot of pressure bead 
distribution in figure 6I shows strong similarities to actual vertcal flow 

features that result from filled fractures constraining 
lateral movement of water,

7. Summary 
The influence of primary lithology, texture, and faults/fractures on fluid flow through nonwelded tufts 
was assessed using data from in situ infiltrometer, permeameter, and tracer tests and laboratory 
hydrologic tests.  

Important observations are 

* The basal Bishop Tuff sequence includes many of the same features noted in the PTn at Yucca Mountain, and hence would be an excellent analog site for tests to help understand flow processes in fractured and unfractured nonwelded to partially welded ofufs: 

* The line-source ponded dye trace test provides a realistic condition for focused water flow 
from fractures of welded rocks into nonwelded horizons of the nonwelded PTn; 

I In the massive ignimbrites, flow constrained by filled fractures in the nonwelded tuff led to a 
two-fold increase in the vertical-to-horizontau anisotropic bulk permeability ratio over flow in 
non-fractured tufts; 

* Anisotropy can be used to represent the general effect of fractures on flow in simulations; 

* Specific features of flow and transport can be simulated using discrete feature 
representations; 

* No preferential flow was noted in the tracer test profiles completed in the highly permeable 
and porous bedded tufts. This was an unexpected result

8. Future Work 
Further work is needed for detailed hydrologic characterizaton of flow in fractured nonwelded tufts 

Evaluation of the nature of fracturing and faulung as a function of texture in the tufts 
(grain size and packing, degree of welding) 

Laboratory tests of flow through nonwelded tufts, with and without fractures 

Field tests of infiltration in nonwelded tufts with open fractures 
(fractures without secondary mineralization) 

Evaluation of the eltect of fracture dip angle on the focusing of flow 

Field or laboratory infiltration tests in fractured tufts with varying degrees of welding 

Do ftaotures promote preferential low or are they barriers to flow under unsaturated conditions?
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